
 

!
(Seven days are available on this log, but any five days are sufficient.)!!
Key for abbreviations for type of work done:!!
Rosetta Stone = RS!
Reading assignments!
Cuaderno = Cuad!
Textbook written assignments = TX!
Benchmark = skit!
Studying for quiz or test = ST!
Making flashcards = FL!
Listening to the online audio downloads = LIS!
Speaking Spanish (to family member, friend, pet, or just aloud to yourself) =SP!!
By signing this log, I attest to the accuracy of the dates, times, and type of work recorded 
on this log by my child. !
Parent signature  
_____________________________________________________________ !!

Date: add the date after 
the day of the week

Time of day: e.g. 
1pm-2pm

type of work: see key 
below

Monday:!

Tuesday:!

Wednesday:!!
Thursday:!

Friday:!

Saturday:!

Sunday:!
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